White Magic Spells

White magic does not look for any kind of submission or power, and rather, it requests for acceptance and understanding. It seeks divinity, not through supernatural beings or activities, but rather from all that is present in the nature.

White magic spells don't involve cruel and brutal acts like animal or human sacrifices. They involve practices which are in no way harmful and which are meant to invoke the divine powers like spiritual forces, not to do their bidding submissively, but rather are called upon for guidance and strength. It is opted for purposes like healing a sick person, bringing back love into people’s lives, to bring good fortune and so on.

Black magic co-exists with white magic. (LIKE IN OUR COVEN) just like evil does with the good, and we often see that black magic dominating and surpassing the white magic. That is what it seems on the outside. But, white magic however subtle it might be, is there in all its glory.
The Power of White Magic Love Spells

Spells are meant to help those in need and heal those who are sick and bring into people’s lives happiness which they deserve and help people find their true love or gain back their lost love and this done in the true spirit of white magic.

They do not work as people think by resorting to manipulation and bending of the person’s will. It works by harnessing the higher beings and natural forces which come together and do everything in their capacity to win you the love that you have been waiting for and what is right for you. White magic is an “intelligent” magic which makes wise decisions for us if we are on the wrong track or path. The love spells involved in white magic will not necessarily do as you like, but will work in a manner that is right for you. Since, it is the higher and wiser spirits and forces involved in the game, they can see what we cannot. Who you think is the right one for you, may not be, and the wise spirits will steer you away from it and give you that is right and good for you.

How White Magic Works

So, beware of white magic love spells. You might not get what you want, but will get something even better and apt. And you will be pleasantly surprised to see the results. White magic spells are not “tricks” that is played to win you your love. It works by helping and enhancing the all those feelings of love for another person which are already present. That is why, if the love that you feel for someone and the love that some one
feels for you aren’t genuine and sincere, the love spells automatically will cease to do their task.

White magic is what is making the world go round and is in any way a much powerful force than dark or black magic, however more powerful it may seem. Do not think of white magic as weak and powerless. Its power is beyond any mortal’s comprehension. All we can do is respect and appreciate its goodness, that which it will never demand.
General Guidelines:

• Spell craft is an effective process and so please ensure you treat it with respect. Do not ever cast if you cannot concentrate clearly on your intention and focus. Never cast drunk for example.
• Create sacred protective space: Cast a circle or at the very least cleanse the energy of your space before starting. If you cast outside in nature (a favourite with many witches including me), offer the genus loci (spirit of the place) a small gift prior to the spell being cast (some water, a hair from your head, a flower) so that you are honouring the energies and asking for their assistance.
• Never ever interfere with free will. Please see the special guidelines below for love/lust spells as this is where most people get tempted to cross the line.
• Gather everything you need well ahead of time so you are not stressed.
• Never leave candles unattended and ensure herbs are not accessible to children or animals.
• ENJOY yourself…a pleasurable spell is usually a great spell!

Special Guidelines: For love/lust spells:

Do’s

• DO be thoughtful about the kind of energies you wish to attract. Love and Lust can have two very different consequences.
• DO take your time and consider the attributes of a prospective mate/qualities in an existing mate, that you desire. Don’t ask for what you think you should want…ask for what you really want.
• DO repeat spells as boosters over repeated full moons.
• DO be ready for powerful responses! Lust spells in particular work fast!
• DO use protection unless you are happy to get pregnant. Lust and love spells call up Fertility and Creative energies…you have been warned!
• DO have fun and really let yourself go…love spells should have an element of chaos to them.

Don’t’s

• DON’T ever cast a spell for a particular individual to ‘fall in love’ or lust with you. This is against the Harm None rede.
• DON’T just cast a spell and not participate.
• DON’T cast a love spell and not be prepared for change.
• DON’T cast a lust or love spell at inappropriate time. Eg; Lust spell at work is not a good idea!
• DON’T cast a lust spell on a waning moon cycle if at all possible. Waning moon is better for spells where you wish to free of unwanted attention.
White Magic Love Spells

HOMEWORK:
Try one of these spells for homework so you can feel the power of love.
Use your BOS to record what you did.

- Find True Love Spell
- Spell to Remove Problems
- Bring Back an Ex
- Make Someone Fall in Love
- Lust and Passion Spell
- Commitment Spell
- Keep Your Partner Faithful

White Magic Spell to Find True Love

Things You'll need for the Spell:

1 white candle that is thick enough to inscribe
1 red candle that is thick enough to inscribe
Matches (made out of wood)
toothpick
1 piece of parchment paper
1 pencil

How to Cast the Spell:

1. Inscribe the white candle with your name
2. Inscribe the red candle with the 3 most important characteristics you are looking for in your true love or soul mate
3. Light the white candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
4. Light the red candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
5. For the next 30 minutes focus on the candle as it burns. Visualizing the person coming to you with love and the love you want to give in return.
6. Take the pencil and draw 3 hearts on it.
7. Take the white candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on what you are willing to give in the future relationship.
8. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the white candle.
9. Take the red candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are still visualizing and focusing on what you want to receive in return from your true love and soul mate.
10. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the red candle.
11. Repeat for 7 days using the same piece of parchment paper but drawing new hearts on it during each ritual session.
12. Let the candles burn itself out after the 7th and final ritual.
13. Hide the parchment paper at a safe place where nobody can ever find it.

White Magic Spell to Remove Problems

Things You'll need for the Spell:

1 white candle that is thick enough to inscribe
1 pink candle that is thick enough to inscribe
Matches (made out of wood)
toothpick
1 piece of parchment paper
1 pencil

**How to Cast the Spell:**

1. Inscribe the white candle with your name
2. Inscribe the pink candle with your partner's name
3. Light the white candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
4. Light the pink candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
5. For the next 30 minutes focus on the candle as it burns. Visualizing your situation and how much you wish for problems to resolve themselves and the harmony and love you want to attract into your relationship.
6. Take the pencil and draw 3 hearts on the parchment paper.
7. Take the white candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on what you will change and how much love you are willing to give your partner.
8. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the white candle.
9. Take the pink candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on what you want to receive in return from your partner.
10. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the pink candle.
11. Repeat for 7 days using the same piece of parchment paper but drawing new hearts on it during each ritual session.
12. Let the candles burn itself out after the 7th and final ritual.
13. Hide the parchment paper at a safe place where nobody can ever find it.
White Magic Spell to Bring Back a Lover

Things You'll need for the Spell:

1. white candle that is thick enough to inscribe
2. pink candle that is thick enough to inscribe
3. Matches (made out of wood)
4. toothpick
5. piece of parchment paper
6. pencil

How to Cast the Spell:

1. Inscribe the white candle with your name
2. Inscribe the pink candle with your lover’s name
3. Light the white candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
4. Light the pink candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
5. For the next 30 minutes focus on the candle as it burns. Visualizing your situation and how much you wish for your lost lover to return and for your ex to fall in love with you all over again.
6. Take the pencil and draw 3 hearts on it.
7. Take the white candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on what you will change and how much love you are willing to give your lost partner.
8. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the white candle.
9. Take the pink candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on the feeling you want your lost lover and ex to feel for you.
10. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the pink candle.

11. Repeat for 7 days using the same piece of parchment paper but drawing new hearts on it during each ritual session.

12. Let the candles burn itself out after the 7th and final ritual.

13. Hide the parchment paper at a safe place where nobody can ever find it.

**White Magic Spell to Make Someone Love You**

**Things You'll need for the Spell:**

1 red candle that is thick enough to inscribe

1 pink candle that is thick enough to inscribe

Matches (made out of wood)

toothpick

1 piece of parchment paper

1 pencil

**How to Cast the Spell:**

1. Inscribe the red candle with your name

2. Inscribe the pink candle with your lover’s name

3. Light the red candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)

4. Light the pink candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
5. For the next 30 minutes focus on the candle as it burns. Visualizing your situation and how much you wish for your lover to fall deeply in love with you.

6. Take the pencil and draw 3 hearts on it.

7. Take the red candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on your love and what you are willing to give.

8. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the red candle.

9. Take the pink candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on your lover and how much you want him or her to fall deeply in love with you.

10. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the pink candle.

11. Repeat for 7 days using the same piece of parchment paper but drawing new hearts on it during each ritual session.

12. Let the candles burn itself out after the 7th and final ritual.

13. Hide the parchment paper at a safe place where nobody can ever find it.

**White Magic Lust and Passion Spell**

**Things You'll need for the Spell:**

2 red candles that are thick enough to inscribe

Matches (made out of wood)

toothpick

1 piece of parchment paper
How to Cast the Spell:

1. Inscribe one red candle with your name

2. Inscribe the other red candle with your lover’s name

3. Light the first candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)

4. Light the second candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)

5. For the next 30 minutes focus on the candle as it burns. Visualizing your situation and the love, passion, desire and lust you want your partner to feel for you.

6. Take the pencil and draw 3 hearts on it.

7. Take the first red candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing what you are willing to give your partner and how much lust, passion, desire and love you have to offer.

8. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the first red candle.

9. Take the second red candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on what you want to receive in return from your partner and the feeling of desire, passion, lust and love you want him to feel for you.

10. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the second red candle.

11. Repeat for 7 days using the same piece of parchment paper but drawing new hearts on it during each ritual session.

12. Let the candles burn itself out after the 7th and final ritual.

13. Hide the parchment paper at a safe place where nobody can ever find it.
White Magic Commitment Spell

Things You'll need for the Spell:

1 white candle that is thick enough to inscribe
1 pink candle that is thick enough to inscribe
Matches (made out of wood)
toothpick
1 piece of parchment paper
1 pencil

How to Cast the Spell:

1. Inscrible the white candle with your name
2. Inscrible the pink candle with your lover’s name
3. Light the white candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
4. Light the red candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)
5. For the next 30 minutes focus on the candle as it burns. Visualizing your situation and how much you wish for your partner to commit to you.
6. Take the pencil and draw 3 hearts on it.
7. Take the white candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on your own commitment and how much you are willing to fully commit to him or her.
8. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the white candle.
9. Take the pink candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on what you want to receive in return from your partner and his or her commitment to you.
10. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the pink candle.

11. Repeat for 7 days using the same piece of parchment paper but drawing new hearts on it during each ritual session.

12. Let the candles burn itself out after the 7th and final ritual.

13. Hide the parchment paper at a safe place where nobody can ever find it.

White Magic Faithfulness Spell

Things You'll need for the Spell:

1 white candle that is thick enough to inscribe

1 red candle that is thick enough to inscribe

Matches (made out of wood)

toothpick

1 piece of parchment paper

1 pencil

How to Cast the Spell:

1. Inscribe the white candle with your name

2. Inscribe the red candle with your partner's name

3. Light the white candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)

4. Light the red candle with a wooden match (not a lighter)

5. For the next 30 minutes focus on the candle as it burns. Visualizing your situation and how much you wish for your partner to stay faithful to you, to stop any adultery and unfaithfulness.

6. Take the pencil and draw 3 hearts on it.
7. Take the pink candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on what you are feeling for your partner and what you are willing to give. Admit any mistakes you may have made in the past and visualize on what you will change to make the relationship better.

8. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the white candle.

9. Take the red candle and drop wax on the hearts while you are visualizing and focusing on what you want to receive in return from your partner. That you don’t want him or her to develop any feeling for anyone but you and that you’ll be the only one that he or she wants to be with.

10. Once you have covered the hearts with wax blow off the red candle.

11. Repeat for 7 days using the same piece of parchment paper but drawing new hearts on it during each ritual session.

12. Let the candles burn itself out after the 7th and final ritual.

13. Hide the parchment paper at a safe place where nobody can ever find it.